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Processing Note
The clippings in this collection were originally mounted on 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper and kept in loose-leaf notebooks. After the clippings were microfiched, the originals were discarded, with the exception of clippings from 1954-1965. The discoloration of 1954-1965 news clippings prevented the creation of high-quality microfiche images; therefore, the originals were kept for reference. During the transfer of the collection to microfiche, the clippings were kept in their original order under their supplied topical headings.
Historical Background
From its inception in the early 1960s, UCI's Public Affairs Office collected printed news clippings from various publications in an effort to document appearances of UCI in the news. Beginning in 1996 the Communications Office, one of the successors of the Public Affairs Office, assembled packets of news articles and named them "UCI Daily Clippings." The Communications Office distributed printed versions of "UCI Daily Clippings" through campus mail from 1996 until September 2000 and began to distribute them via electronic mail as early as 1998. Some "UCI Daily Clippings" were also made available online beginning in 1998. As of 2008, University Communications posts links to various publications on their Web page "UCI in the News" (http://today.uci.edu/NEWS/ucinthenews.asp).
1963 Public Information and Publications created as part of the Public Affairs Office.
1968 Public Information renamed Public Information and Internal Communication.
1970 Public Affairs renamed University Relations Office.
1980 University Relations renamed University Relations and Development.
1983 University Relations and Development renamed Budget and University Relations.
1984 Communications Office created to manage Publications and Public Information. Budget and University Relations became University Advancement.
2005 University Communications began reporting directly to the Executive Vice Chancellor instead of University Advancement.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection includes newspaper and magazine clippings that feature the University of California, Irvine (UCI) or relate to its origins, faculty, staff, or students from 1954 to 1997. The earliest clippings document the Irvine Ranch, upon which the UCI campus is built. The majority of the clippings focus exclusively on UCI and its faculty, students, and staff. The clippings come from local and national sources. UCI Newsclips from 1954 through June 1996 are available on microfiche. The original printed versions of the clippings are available for 1954-1965 and July 1996-December 1997.

Collection Arrangement
This collection is arranged in chronological order.

Separation Note
The published serial, UCI Daily News Clippings was removed from this collection and cataloged separately in Special Collections and Archives.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Clippings -- 20th century.
University of California, Irvine -- History
University of California, Irvine -- Archives
University of California, Irvine. University Communications -- Archives

Irvine Ranch and Irvine Company Series 1. 1954-1964
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.
Scope and Contents note
These clippings contain information about the Irvine Ranch, on which the UCI campus is now located; the Irvine Company, which provided the land for the campus; and the campus site selection process as it related to the Irvine Company.

item MF-0001, item MF-0002
box 1, folder 1

Microfiche
Print

UCI Series 2. 1959-1997

1959-1982
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.
Scope and Contents note
These clippings document the UCI campus beginning in June 1959 when the decision was being made to locate the campus in Orange County on the Irvine Ranch.

item MF-0003 to MF-0269
box 1, folder 2-8, box 2, folder 1-8

Microfiche
Print (1954-1965 only)
1982 -1992

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically by month, and then by topic.

Scope and Contents note
Not all topics are used in all months or years. The form of a single topical heading may vary from month to month; for example, information about Jack W. Peltason is found under "Chancellor Peltason" and also under "Peltason." Therefore, the researcher is advised to search for topic variations.

Topical headings include: Admissions/Enrollment; Affirmative Action; Aldrich Honors; Alumni; Arts/Humanities; Athletics; Basic Skills/Science; Broadcast Monitoring; Budget; CCM (California College of Medicine)/UCIMC; CCM/UCIMC: People; Celebrate UCI; Chancellor Peltason; Chemistry; Civic Center; Collective Bargaining; Commencement; Construction; Diversity; Ethnic Affairs; Events; Expansion/Architecture; Faculty; Fine Arts; General; General: Legislature; General: Non UCI; General: People; General: UCI; General: UCI Community; Geriatric Clinic; Grants/Donations; Housing; Irvine Company; Irvine Hospital; Nixon Library; Olympics; Orange County Annual Survey; People/UCIMC/CCM; Peltason; Performance Center; Ranking; Research; Special Events; Students; UC System/Regents; UCI Community; UCI Faculty; UCI Faculty/Staff; UCI Litigation ; UCI People; UCI Staff; UCIMC/CCM; and UCIMC Dispute.

Microfiche

1992 July-1994 June

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically by month, and then by topic.

Scope and Contents note
Topical headings include: Broadcast Monitoring; Research/Teaching; UCIMC; Expansion/Architecture; Admissions/Enrollment/Statistics; UC System; Fine Arts; UCI Community; Diversity Issues; Grants/Donations; Budget; Alumni; Students; Staff; Faculty; and Small Clips.

Microfiche

1994-1997

Scope and Contents note
Topical headings include: Faculty/Staff; Students/Alumni; Admissions/Fees/Statistics/Rank; Diversity/Outreach; Affirmative Action; Development/Grants/Gifts; Community/Orange County/Architecture; Events; UCIMC/College of Medicine; UC System; Broadcast/Journal Monitoring; Research/Technology Transfer/Academic; Programs/University Extension; and Small Clips/Misc.

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically by month, and then by topic.

Microfiche 1994 July -1996 June

Print 1996 July-1997 December
Richard M. Nixon Library Series 3. 1983

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

Scope and Contents note
Contains clippings about the site selection process for the Richard M. Nixon presidential library; UCI was one of the sites under consideration.

item MF-0351 to MF-0352  
Microfiche

Research at UCI Series 4. 1982-1983

Arrangement note
Arranged alphabetically by topic.

Scope and Contents note
Contains clippings about research conducted at UCI, quotes from UCI research reports, and quotes from UCI researchers.

Topical headings include: Children; Computer Crime; Computers: Artificial Intelligence; Computers: Government; Economics; Economics: Child Abuse; Economy & Health; EE Performance/Workplace; Environmental Pollution; History: John Lennon; Humanities; Institute on Global Conflict; Orange County: Baldassare; Orange County: Olin; Physics; PPRO (Public Policy Research Organization); Russian; Supermarket Math; Transportation Studies; and Working Moms.

item MF-0353 to MF-0358  
Microfiche

UCI’s 25th anniversary Series 5. 1990-1991

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

box 2, folder 9  
Print

box 9  
Duplicate microfiche 1954-1965